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most effective contrivance yet devised for catching quicksilver and hard amalgam. If the inside copper plate should become hard by accident or neglect, chips of amalgam escaping through the screens are retained in this riffle, and, becoming spherical by rolling up and down under the effect of the shaking motion, increase in size just as a snowball does when rolled in snow.
In 1904, P. Carter1 described the shaking plates used below the ordinary plates at the Ferreira Gold Mine. Each plate caught an average of 15-05 ozs. of fine gold per month. Each ordinary plate at the same time was catching nearly 400 ozs. per month. Two-thirds of the values caught on the shaking plates came from black sands. The plates were 11 feet long by 4 feet 6 inches wide. They were fixed on old Frue vanners, and had a fall of 4 inches in 12 feet.
Shaking plates were in general use for some years on the Kand to amalgamate the tube mill product, although by 1914 they had been generally displaced by stationary plates. In these tube-mill shaking plates, " the copper plate is usually -fg- inch thick, 5 feet wide and 12 feet long, and is mounted on a light frame, generally of timber, with a timber cover | inch to 1 inch thick to form a bed for the copper plate. The table frame is carried on eight ash. springs, and the shaking motion is obtained by an eccentric having a 1-inch stroke, and driven by a countershaft at 200 revolutions per minute. The power required is less than £ H.P. Fig. 84 shows a complete shaking table." 2 The
1  Carter, J. Chem. Met. and M-ny. 8oc. of&t. Africa, May, 1904, p. 405.
2  Schmitt, Rand,Metallurgical Practice, vol. ii., p. 173.

